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Abstract 
Some of the solar activities, such as solar flares, release large amounts of radiation and energy that impact on Earth's                    
life and technological systems. These flares usually come from sunspots, which derive from solar magnetic activities.                
Currently, some solar data allow predicting when a solar flare will occur. This paper reports the use of the Deep                    
Learning technique to identify and classify sunspots using solar magnetograms automatically. Our results show an               
accuracy greater than 80%. 
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Introduction 
 

The Sun produces solar flares by the breakdown        
of magnetic fields. Sunspots concentrate on these fields        
because they have a significant magnet activity. This        
work used a Deep Learning network (DL) to train models          
capable of automatically identify and classify sunspots in        
magnetograms, i.e., images that show the variation of        
magnetic fields on the solar photosphere. 
 
To identify and classify the magnetograms, we created        
two datasets. In the beginning, we build a magnetograms         
database from Gradvohl[1], which we manually labeled       
1000 images, pointing where are the sunspots on the         
image. After that, we created a new database just with          
the sunspots, containing a classification according to       
Helioviewer. The datasets are the basis of the Object         
Detection and Classification models. 
 
After the two databases are ready, we adapted the data          
to use in the DIGITS software[2], which uses DL to train           
and test artificial neural networks. We used the models         
created with DIGITS to implement a program in Python. 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

Using DIGITS we made an Object Detection and        
a Classification models, both using Caffe, a DL        
framework. We tried many combinations of the models        
and the databases, looking for the best result. 
  
We registered all the attempts in a sheet, containing the          
relevant information about these configurations, which      
helped us to find the right combination for the situations. 
 
The model we developed reached 80.75% precision for        
the identification of sunspots. It can identify and label         
most of the sunspots in a magnetogram. 
 
For sunspots classification, the model we developed       
reached an accuracy of 88%. It can classify sunspot         
according to the magnetic classes it belongs. 
 

In addition, we developed a Python program, which        
integrates the two models. The program receives a        
magnetogram, identifies the sunspots with the Object       
Detection model, and uses the sunspots as the input for          
the Classification model. At the end of the execution, the          
program saves the initial magnetogram with the sunspots        
outlined in red with their classifications. Figure 1        
illustrates the results of the execution. 
 

 
Figure 1. Results of the execution. 

 
Conclusions 

 
The program we developed reached the primary       

goal of this project, i.e., the correct identification and         
classification of sunspots in solar magnetograms, with an        
accuracy greater than 80%. This program will help to         
forecast and to understand solar flares. 
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